
Scratch My Back I will Scratch Yours! 
 

These are stage men, performers but these are no ordinary performers but quite the 
opposite, they are more concerned to please not the audience but themselves.  
President Trump who gave the green light on how  PM Abiy could violet and 
undermined a constitution and extend his stay on power without mandate wanted to do 
the same using the same excuses  he advised his helot vassal to put to the Ethiopian 
people.  
When he contemplate extension of election he put it casually on Tweeter to taste the 
water but found out it that the water was raging at a boiling point, too hot to swallow 
down his guttural to his displeasure. Then he abandoned  d the thought that he could 
play football with the American Constitution.  
He is a man who advocates kids need to go to school  come September because he 
argued  young people are immune to the diseases but the fool failed to realize that the 
kids have homes to go to live with parents. The young do not live on tree tops but with 
families which includes old and adult family members. If, God forbid, the parents die 
how would the kids maintain themselves and keep going to school the president is 
urging and coercing them to do next month?  
 
The duplicity of the man is incredulous to believe. Whilst he insists that students should 
go to school with the same breath he argues that it is dangerous to organize and 
conduct election four months from now and thus  two month down the line from 
September when schools have to be opened. 
 
Forget the constitution even logically it does not make sense. Millions of  student across 
the country are told to go to school on everyday bases but the same numbers of people 
voting for a day or two are seen a cause of concern moving in and out election polling 
posts regarded as posing pathological threat! 
 
The PM Abiy’s approach  of war or no war, peace or no peace; Covid or 
Rabid  chatoyant displays of self image on the screens has the same message over and 
over again. After  
ፍንቅል  has been tried to rattle the Tigrians thought if election and it did not payback the 
investment deployed. As ደምሒት proved  utter disappointment   Iysayas had thought it 
would do for him to dislodge the TPLF. 
 
The colonial who was at the heart of Ethiopia intelligence services to render call of duty 
but it appears he had been planted by foreign powers to spy and help destroyed the 
Ethiopian army and constitution. Assigned job fait accompli he is now back conducting a 
psychological  war of mind to drive a wedge between the people of Tigrai  and its 
political organizations. 
 
The message is loud and clear: the PM wants to be seen more catholic than the pope. 
He appears more sympathetic and concerned and is on the crucifixion cross ready to 
die championing the cause of Tigrians than some of the  sons of Tigria who challenged 
him for not taking decisive actions against the rabble-rouser TPLF operating from 



the  region.  Taking action against TPLF is tantamount as taking action against the 
people of Tigray. One can effectively kill the fish that is TPLF without the  PM drying the 
land of water. That is the  what  is stipulated by the proponents to what he needs to do 
to clean Tigray.   
 
But the PM declined to such an action against TPLF/Tigrai. The PM came out more 
Tigrain the Tigrains themselves. I am glad he was more Tigrian  than the Tigrians 
themselves, if it was true? 
No one need to have more Tigrian, Oromo, Afar, British or German blood to be one. 
Anyone who stood for, die for irrespective of his blood is a Tigrain, an Oromo, s 
Denkellian/Afar, a British or  a German. 
 
But I fear the PM is not a Tigrian, I can say categorically he is an Amhara though I am 
not sure he has Amhara blood if any? 
 
Thus, his mission is clear; whether the PM is  in a silk, wool, leather or testudinal 
dressings  he is out and about to divide and weaken the  resolute of Tigrians whatever it 
costs and/or however low his person and pocket it get. 
 
When many people are dead or murdered on the PM’s watch and the rest of people 
continue to lead their lives  business as usual with upper stiffed nose as if something 
horrible is not happening in the country, then one feels the country has lost its beating 
and is heading to  a cliff beyond return. 
  
Grapevine sources has it that a communication military unit in the year 2000 AD during 
the Ethio-Eritrea war where the PM was part of unit was hit and destroyed by air to air 
missile once he had excused himself from duty to go somewhere away from the unit 
and for a few minutes later all members of the unit perished. That way it is told he saved 
his life. If this is true, it is not only a murder crime for the loss of lives but a treason 
against the country as the PM was a stool pigeon assisting for enemy  which was 
actively engaged in destroying the country and replace it with a dictator the country had 
fought to replace/remove  except this time with a ruthless and far worse than the devil 
whose interest was piqued only resource exploitation. 
 
The Amhara elites may not have cared as long as Isayas removed the Tigrians from the 
shared power of EPRDF, they were part of, as much as they did not care to sell Abay 
River for the Egyptians as long as Egypt lent hands in the downfall of the EPRF 
government where Tigrains were perceived to having dominant role to play. Anything 
and everything, real or make-believe, that help pointing out at the Tigrians  dirt was 
welcomed and tolerated. A case in point the first  PM of EPRDF, Tamerat Layene, Aba 
Dula and other high ranking Amharas elites were and still are actively engaged in 
emptying the government coffers but it was and is still acceptable as long as they were 
not Tigrians. They have to  arrest Bereket Simon and Taddess on trumpeted up charges 
and would sleep in peace with the scienter committed, whilst they there are many 
equally if not more corrupt than the two imprisoned.  
 



At a Meskel Square celebration of his inauguration a group of people gay they called 
terrorists explode a bomb but miles away from where the PM was seated. One innocent 
person was killed immediately. This was followed by another death the next day. 
 
Whilst these were the hard facts, the PM told a different farfetched story difficult to 
believe it was coming out from the head of the state. One kept wondering had Ethiopia 
lost its head or far worse, has Ethiopia a head physically and metaphorically to pull 
things together and remain collected. 
 
As the head the country with unfettered access to security information, the PM was in 
the position to know the exact and nature of the explosion. But the PM preferred to 
release incorrect information about the number of people killed immediately. He said 
four people were killed when one was only killed there and then. He also pointed at the 
wrong people to having cause the explosion. Even the targeted people were the ones 
who caused the damage for the sake of stability and order the PM ought not have 
uttered and finger pointed at a group of people, unless he wished maximum damage of 
vulnerable section of his subject.   
 
Equally he ought to have known the exact number killed as well as the identities  of the 
perpetrators, as some of them were immediately apprehended. But how convenient it 
was; he chose to blame the Tigrians! Some of them were meted out their punishment by 
vigilantes on the spot till they lost consciousness and some suffered paralysis. 
 
Besides, if he was the target by Tigrians who were determined to kill him, why would not 
the culprits explode the bomb  near where or close to where he was located/seated 
rather than far away no close to him to cause a scratch let alone a fatal damage?  
 
This drama of killings and wrongly fingerprinting continued one  after another. Even in 
the same place another nemesis of his, the project manager he solemnly swear in front 
of Al Sisi not to complete to expectations, Semeghew  Bekele was dealt with fatal below 
to his temple head in cold blooded. What is more painful is that this act of treason did 
not rock the Amharas elites that an innocent and patriotic Ethiopian was cold bloodily 
killed as long as they see all this good riddance if the Tigrian from state structures that 
Ethiopia was. A lot more then followed. One too many killings! Coincidence?? But still 
tolerable as far as it got rid Tigrians from the military, professional posts anything and 
everything the Amhara had it from themselves and themselves alone in a country with 
80 ethnic people squashed like sardines in a can dead and mutilated, Ethiopia that was 
and still is.  
 
 
The other person involved in such a scheme of destruction has been doing the same 
thing for well over 50 years it has now become part of his personality traits that he 
cannot live without doing the same thing  he has been used to as a mattered of orgy, 
come peace or hell!   
 



He fought for 30 years claiming the cause for independence; now he is fighting back to 
reverse what he fought for in the first place - to be part of Ethiopia except he wanted to 
be on the driving seat to control events - a mad person in cage carrying it on his own 
head but unable to see what others can. 
 
No sooner had he marched in to Asmera as a liberator  he demolished the statue and 
ex residence, kept as a museum, of Ras Alula Aba Nega, the Tigrian Lion, embalms of 
pride and confidences. He did this as a revenge to the execution of his great great 
grandfather Ras Hagos who kept looking down upon Ras Alula as a son of a 
downtrodden peasant who deserves no respect of nobility such was his. Besides Ras 
Hagos was in the pay role of the Italian government. He paid the price for his arrogance 
and treason insulting the Lion of the North. But evils will always perish but not until they 
also caused damage. Ras Hagos turned to accomplish what the Turkeys, Egyptians, 
Italians and Durbush/Sudanese we’re unable to do. He caused the death of the great 
field general Alula from a bullet wound he suffered to his leg; as a bullet 
fragment  lodged to the bone was equally the cause of the eventual death at age 54 
of አ ባ  ፊንቅል  Gebrehet Meshesha of Adua who terrorized and deracinated a contingent 
of Italians stationed near Abay River in Gojjam.  
 
These tergiversants may cause damages but they will not win in the end. For justice to 
prevail conspiracy will nose dive, but vigilance needs to thrive. No amount of talking by 
the wolves in sheep’s clothing ought not district our resolute. 
 
Election in Tigray is not a simple exercise. Once we secure the election we have all 
directions of options at our disposal to choose from, sky is the limit. 
 
 

Temesgn Kebede 


